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Why an in-store gamification concept?
Adds a whole new dimension to the shopping experience that thas
significant impact
•

CONCEPT: turn the shopping journey into a game in order
to motivate people to complete a task in an exciting and
competitive manner

•

INFLUENCE: drive engagement and actions among
shoppers

•

MOTIVATION: reward customers in return for frequent
purchases, shared stories, or social media commenting,

•

SOCIAL: makes shopping more enjoyable by tapping into
basic human need for competition and social interaction.

•

SPEND: reap more revenues as a result of boosting
customer engagement and loyalty

Instead of feeling
‘tricked’ into taking
a certain action,
people feel more in
control when
participating in
game-oriented
shopping.

Store traffic and purchase rates can be exponentially increased
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Introducing gamification mechanics in store environement
Gamification tactics are integrated into marketing and loyalty programs
• LOYALTY: introduce a ‘tiered rewards program’
based on customers performing certain actions to
inch their way towards reaching a specific
milestone: new tiers brings new rewards – e.g.
offer more rewards points for the higher tiers
• MARKETING: improve retailer’s brand positioning
with unique characters and game rules that change
over time
• ENGAGEMENT: test new products, new
promotions, new challenges and adapt, to keep
customers spending and loving the overall
experience more than ever

Customers are becoming
increasingly savvy and
sophisticated when it
comes to their buying
behaviors. They know
that their patronage is
worth a whole to you,
and want something in
return. They expect
more enjoyable
experiences, in addition
to incentives to spend
their hard-earned dollar.

The game is a fun challenge for customers with rewards that are based
on behaviors that we want to encourage.
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Scenario Examples
The customer’s in-store location appears when the WIFI splash page is opened

• Shoppers use the store Free WIFI and splash page to see their location
• The game and characters are introduced as per the retailer’s game rules
• Shoppers use the navigation map to find product categories by tapping on map areas

SMI’s unique proposition: NO CLIENT APPS REQUIRED to be downloaded
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Scenario Examples
The customer’s unique shopper journey is tracked and data mined with SMI’s
analytical platform in real-time, enabling relevant and targeted ads to be delivered

• Shoppers see their location as they move across categories and discover deals
• Characters pop up based on the ad triggers (location, segment, shopping pattern …)
• Rewards and coupons are captured by interacting with characters
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Scenario Examples
Rewards are collected by tapping on a character or icon that appears on the map.

• Ad rewards and coupons are personalized to the customer’s profile
• Shoppers redeem their coupons when presenting at the cash desk
• Game rules are customized based on the retailer’s customer engagement strategy
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Scenario Examples
Tiered rewards appear after a shopper accepts to receive X coupons to reach a
milestone and motivates to continue discovering deals

• Different characters appear on the journey showing new deals with more rewards
• The more shoppers clicks to get offers, the more rewards accumulate
• Rewards presented at the check out are integrated with the POS system
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Thanks
watching! marketing for retailers and brands
Real
time,for
personalized

Find out more on how we engage partners and retailers

Contacts:
Prem Couture, prem@cyscom.com

